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SB 1108

Under Attack
Bills to eliminate or curtail
collective bargaining,
do away with teacher
strikes, or curb union-dues
deductions are advancing
in more than a dozen state
legislatures.
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state, including weac, have won a
reprieve for now. On March 18, a
state judge blocked publication of
the bill, temporarily preventing it
from taking effect. The union supported the lawsuit, which argues
that gop lawmakers violated openmeeting laws when using a procedural tactic to pass the bill.
In the meantime, the UniServ
councils also have played a central
role in aiding approximately 100

election, according to Mr. Franklin
of the University of Wisconsin. Any
successes, he said, might be more
symbolic than practical, given that
the legislation has been approved.
“All this organizing may well
strengthen pro-union and Democratic forces in the state,” Mr.
Franklin said, “but undoing the
legislation is a much harder thing
to accomplish and is likely to be a
much longer-term process.”

the accord partly to good working
relationships with some moderate
Republicans who supported the
compromise.
Gov. Haslam and Speaker of the
House Beth Harwell, a Republican,
have endorsed the proposal, but it is
not clear whether Senate Republicans will agree to the compromise.
In Alabama, the state nea affiliate has been fighting back against
a measure, signed into law by out-

“I think we’re going to take some
losses early, but I think in terms of
destroying the organization, that’s
not going to happen,” Ms. Kennedy
said. “Our members are dedicated,
educated, professional women for
the most part—and I just don’t
expect that one legislative cycle is
going to be able to undo what these
incredible members have done.”
Although most of the union mobilizing has taken place at the state

level, the two national teachers’
unions have played an important
part in supporting that work.
“It is our strength that we have
numbers,” Ms. Bell of weac said.
“The nea family has been remarkably helpful as our union really
changes and amps up to address
the concerns of our members.”
The 3.2-million member nea has
offered in-house legal counsel to its
state affiliates, sent additional staff
members to states as requested,
and helped organize volunteers to
man phone banks and even serve

